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Presentation Notes
Using GIS at the level of the genome



BackgroundBackground


 

Others have Others have ““mappedmapped”” and and ““spatially spatially 
analyzedanalyzed”” genes genes 



 

visualization of gene fragments on a visualization of gene fragments on a 
microarry(gridmicroarry(grid))



 

Does not correspond to location on Does not correspond to location on 
chromosomechromosome



 

Does not consider spatial proximity of Does not consider spatial proximity of 
genesgenes



 

Not true spatial mapping or analysisNot true spatial mapping or analysis
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Presentation Notes
Other researchers have “mapped” and “spatially analyzed” genes 
Color-coded visualization of genes on a microarry(grid) according to protein expression level
Does not correspond to their location on chromosome
Do not consider spatial proximity of genes
Not true spatial mapping or analysis



Genes and Chromosomes Genes and Chromosomes 
in the GISin the GIS



 

Genes as line segmentsGenes as line segments



 

Starting and ending nodes are knownStarting and ending nodes are known



 

Chromosomes are genes endChromosomes are genes end--toto--endend
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Presentation Notes
We can think of genes as line segments along a chromosome. The starting and ending location of every human gene has already been determined, so we can join the line segments end-to-end to map all the genes on a chromosome 





The QuestionThe Question



 

How do genes respond differently to How do genes respond differently to 
radiation in radiation in parousparous and nonand non--parousparous 
mice?mice?



 

Protective effect of parity on the risk Protective effect of parity on the risk 
of breast cancerof breast cancer





 

21, 000 genes on 21 chromosomes21, 000 genes on 21 chromosomes


 

Starting and Ending LocationsStarting and Ending Locations


 

Used Cartesian Coordinate SystemUsed Cartesian Coordinate System
X = starting location X = starting location 
Y = chromosome # (for display)Y = chromosome # (for display)



 

Mapped as points for analysisMapped as points for analysis

Mapping the Mouse Genome



chromosome

Differential Response Differential Response 
to Radiationto Radiation
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Presentation Notes
We mapped how genes respond to radiation differently in mammary glands of parous and non-parous mice
Radiation is used as a means to introduce damage and examine the genetic response  

Green genes –higher expression in parous (turned on)
Red genes – lower expression  in parous (turned off)
Black genes – no difference

Implications for the protective effect of parity on breast cancer




The Spatial Scan StatisticThe Spatial Scan Statistic
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Presentation Notes
We used the spatial scan statistic to look for clusters of up- or down-regulated genes. 
This technique employs a systematic, iterative "searching" of each chromosome with overlapping circles of differing size .
A cluster is
 defined as having a higher proportion of up (or down-) regulated genes inside the circle compared to outside. 
This identifies sections of the chromosome where gene expression differs from a random pattern
Analyzed each chromosome separately as a closed system. 






Cluster AnalysisCluster Analysis
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Presentation Notes
We found at least one significant cluster on 10 separate genes (Light green or pink), with the largest clusters being found on Chromosomes 17 (249 genes) and 19 (222 genes)   







 

Genes act in a coordinated fashion based Genes act in a coordinated fashion based 
on their spatial organizationon their spatial organization



 

ParousParous mice have a much stronger mice have a much stronger 
response to environmental stressors like response to environmental stressors like 
radiationradiation



 

Discrete regions of chromosomes Discrete regions of chromosomes 
containing genes with enhanced containing genes with enhanced 
response (clusters) suggest coordinated response (clusters) suggest coordinated 
changes in DNA structurechanges in DNA structure

ConclusionsConclusions
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Presentation Notes
Demonstrates something has not been shown before: 
(CLICK) Genes act in a coordinated fashion based on their spatial organization. 

This provides a mechanism for explaining the protective effect of parity on carcinogenesis. 

(CLICK) Parous mice have a much stronger response to environmental stressors like radiation, leading to a more proficient elimination of potentially oncogenic cells (cells that cause cancer). 

(CLICK) The discrete regions of chromosomes containing genes showing enhanced response to environmental stressors (clusters) suggest coordinated changes in the DNA structure which support pathways that inhibit tumors. 









Next StepsNext Steps



 

What are the functions of the What are the functions of the 
individual genes in clusters?individual genes in clusters?



 

Are they related to disruption of Are they related to disruption of 
oncogenesisoncogenesis??



Thank youThank you

jane.garb@baystatehealth.orgjane.garb@baystatehealth.org
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